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Chapter 5 

Consciousness 
 

The received wisdom  

if we distinguish between, on the one hand, the conscious 

mind's capacity to represent the world beyond itself (that is, its 

intentionality) and to reason on the basis of such 

representations; and on the other, the qualia associated with 

these mental states and processes, then  

(a) it is the latter - the qualia - rather than rationality or 

intentionality, that are essential to conscious states qua 

consciousness, and  

(b) it is these qualia that make consciousness difficult to 

account for in materialist terms, with rationality and 

intentionality being readily amenable to a reductionist 

explanation.  

Their strategy is to give a materialistic explanation of 

consciousness by first reducing qualitative states (those 

characterized by qualia) to intentional states (those 

characterized by intentionality), and then completing their 

explanation 
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reducing intentional states to material states of the brain.  

intentionalist approach  
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Eliminativism 

The difficulty with this approach is that qualia seem devoid of 

intentionality :  

qualia seem to be an extra element, an aspect of conscious 

experiences over and above their intentional content.  

Conscious experiences, therefore, cannot be completely 

reduced to intentional states. 

  

Daniel Dennett's response  

He does not deny that we really do have conscious experiences 

- feeling pain, tasting coffee, smelling flowers, hearing music, 

and all the rest –  

but denies only that any of these experiences, feature properties 

of the sort qualia are taken to be.  

no properties that are essentially intrinsic. 

 

Criticism of Dennett 

Are there no essentially subjective properties? Isn't it just 

obviously false, given what we know from introspection?  

 

Dennett’s response 

The idea of qualia is actually folk psychology 

Dennett revisits the sort of qualia inversion scenarios  

Suppose you wake up after neurosurgery and are baffled to find 

that grass looks red, and the sky looks yellow. It might seem 
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obvious that your color qualia had been inverted, presumably 

due to some playful rewiring of neurons. 

connections underlying memory 

The only way you could possibly determine which of these 

possibilities is actual is by asking the neurosurgeons doing 

some sort of neurological self-inspection. then you must 

necessarily rely on objective, third-person evidence to know 

whether your qualia have been inverted; and in that case, 

Dennett says, qualia can't be subjective.  

 

Criticism of Dennett’s position 

One could object that this argument appears to be a non 

sequitur.  

That whether your memory of your qualia has been tampered 

with is something you need to appeal to third-person 

neurological evidence to determine does not seem to show that 

your qualia themselves - Past or present - can be known only 

by appealing to that evidence.  

Questions about memory do not necessarily have a bearing on 

the nature of your awareness of objects present right now. 

if indirect realism is correct, it is only through the first-person, 

subjective realm of qualia that we know that there is an 

objective, third-Person realm.  

What scientific objectivity requires is, not denial of the first-

person subjective point of view, but rather a means of 

communicating intersubjectively about what one can grasp 

only from that first-person point of view. 
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Relational objectivity versus experiential subjectivity -  

Dennett's position rests on a failure to see that qualia being 

essentially subjective is fully compatible with their being 

relational or non-intrinsic, and thus communicable.  

This communicability ensures that claims about qualia are 

epistemologically objective, that is, they can in principle be 

grasped and evaluated by all competent observers, even though 

they are claims about phenomena that are metaphysically 

subjective. 

  

Representationalism and Higher-order 

Theories 

qualia are nothing more than representational properties of 

conscious experiences.  

The redness of your experience of seeing an apple, for instance, 

is just a representation of the objective redness of the apple 

itself, of the physical property of the surface of the skin of the 

apple by virtue of which it absorbs some wavelengths of light 

and reflects others.  

there is no distinctly qualitative element over and above that. 

 

Criticism - 

the problem of qualia reduces to the problem of intentionality. 

What about bodily sensations that do not seem to have such 

representational content such as the raw feel of toothache? 
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If to be a conscious experience is just to be a state having a 

certain representational content, wouldn't all states with 

representational content be conscious? But they aren't all 

conscious; some extra element, in addition to their 

representational content, must be what makes certain states 

with representational content conscious, and 

representationalism thus cannot be the full story about 

consciousness.  

 

higher-order theory of consciousness 

The idea here is that what makes any particular mental state a 

conscious state is that it is the object of a higher-order mental 

state that represents it. 

Thoughts and perceptions 

just as one might have a thought about some object in the 

external world, one might also have a thought about a thought, 

or about some other kind of mental state; in the second, just as 

one might have a  perception of an object in the external world, 

one might also have an "inner" perception of the perception 

itself. 

Criticism -  

representational content and/or structural relations between 

qualia, even if they can account for why an experience has this 

qualitative character rather than that, still do not explain why it 

has any such character at all.  

Representationalists and higher-order theorists generally see 

their accounts as variations on functionalism. 
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For example, a zombie duplicate of you would not only have an 

internal state caused by light reflected from an apple striking its 

retinas, signals from the retinas being sent to the visual centers of the 

brain, and so on, but would also have a further ("higher-order") 

internal state caused by the first internal state, and all these states 

together would produce behaviors like salivating, or sang "Look, an 

apple!"; yet such a zombie would, nevertheless, lack any subjective 

conscious experience of the apple. 

the notion of higher-order mental states, understood in 

functionalist terms, appears to add little to a materialist account 

of consciousness.  

 

Russellian identity theory and neutral monism 

Bertrand Russell’s neutral monism –  

neither mind nor matter is metaphysically ultimate: what is 

ultimate is rather a single kind of stuff that is neutral between, 

and more fundamental than, either of them.  

 

Russell begins by drawing out the implications of the indirect 

realism.  

If in perception we are directly aware, not of external physical 

objects themselves, but rather only representations of those 

objects, then we have in Russell's view, no grounds for 

supposing that those objects really have the properties they are 

presented to us by perception as having.  

physics seems to give us positive reason to believe that the 

redness and sweetness are not in the apples. 
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What the physical world is really like "in itself," apart from 

our perceptual representations of it, is not something 

perception can tell us.  

an atom is, among other things, what plays the role of serving 

as a component of a molecule, and so on. But what exactly it is 

that happens to play these roles is something physics does not 

tell us.  

view about the nature of scientific knowledge known as 

structural realism:  

it is realist, because it holds that there really is a physical world 

existing external to our minds, structuralist because it holds 

that all we know of that world is its structure rather than 

intrinsic nature. 

The brain is, rather, a complex causal structure of neural events, 

where these neural events are defined in terms of their 

characteristic causes and effects rather than in terms of the 

qualities presented to us in visual or tactile inspection of the 

brain.  

The inner nature of what specifically has these cause and 

effect relations is something we do not know – or at least, we 

do not know from either perception or neuroscientific 

study.  

But, are perception and scientific inquiry (whether 

neuroscience, physics, chemistry or whatever) the only 

possible sources of knowledge about the nature of the brain? 

Russell suggests that there is one further possibility: 

introspection.  
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In introspecting or looking within itself, the mind is directly 

aware of its own contents - of thoughts, experiences, and their 

associated qualia. 

(the claim of the next paragraph is against qualia and intrinsic 

sense of consciousness.) 

Perhaps neural events just are the thoughts, qualia, and so forth 

encountered in introspection. In being immediately aware of 

the taste of an apple or a sensation of pain, maybe what we're 

directly aware of are events occurring in the brain, as it really 

is "in itself."  

 

mind-brain identity theory - 

Materialism in general seems to take it for granted that we 

know exactly what the intrinsic nature of the physical world is, 

and seems to assume also - especially in the case of 

functionalism - that we do not know what is the intrinsic 

nature of the mental realm: the functionalist claims that 

mental states and processes are to be defined entirely in terms 

of their causes and effects. 

 

Criticism of mind-brain identity theory- 

Russell's view is that it is in fact the mental world that we know most 

directly and intimately, and the external physical world that we grasp 

only in terms of its causal structure. In identifying the mind and the 

brain, he is not, as the materialist identity theorist is, reducing the 

mind to the brain. 

The grey squishy thing you've seen pictures of, in textbooks; or 

that a neurologist looks at, when doing surgery, is not what the 
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brain is really like intrinsically. If you want to know what it is 

really like, you need only focus on the qualia you're 

experiencing right now.  

you are directly aware of nothing other than the inner nature of 

your own brain. 

Russell paradoxically put it: "I should say that what the 

physiologist sees when he looks at a brain is part of his own 

brain, not part of the brain he is examining"!  

the theory definitely counts as a revision of common sense. 

More importantly, for our purposes, it counts as a rejection of 

materialism, for, both epistemologically and metaphysically, 

it gives priority to the subjective, first-person realm of qualia 

rather than the objective third person external physical world. 

Yet it also seems to count as a rejection of dualism, in so far 

as it identifies the brain with the mind, rather than seeing them 

as distinct substances. 

 

Is Russellian ontology of neutral monism, a form of property 

dualism? 

  

neutral monism:  

qualia comprise the single ultimate kind of stuff, out of which 

everything in the world is composed (hence "monism"), but 

they are intrinsically neither mental nor non-mental (hence 

"neutral");  
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Since it identifies qualia with properties of the brain, this 

account is also a kind of identity theory - sometimes labeled the 

Russellian identity theory, 

Really to imagine the brain as it is "in itself" would, on the 

Russellian view, require imagining it as constituted by qualia.  

But to imagine that is, not to imagine a zombie, since a zombie 

is supposed to be a creature devoid of qualia.  

 

Troubles with Russellianism 

 

David Chalmers’ Russellianism: pan-psychism 

Qualia are associated with the proto-qualia, and thus with 

molecules, atoms, and subatomic particles, would have to be 

proto-subjects - simple, tiny minds (or proto-minds) having 

extremely simple experiences (or proto-experiences).  

 

Criticism of Chalmers’s idea of proto-qualia - 

Each of our experiences seems to be a single conscious 

experience rather than a composite of billions of tiny proto-

experiences, and all the experiences are present to a single 

conscious subject rather than to a collection of billions of tiny 

proto-subjects.  

 

though Russell and Lockwood take themselves to be identity 

theorists of a sort, Chalmers does not, and explicitly presents 
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his own panpsychist brand of Russellianism, as a version of 

property dualism.  

not only does this Russellian view lead to property dualism, 

but it seems to lead to epiphenomenalism too, with all the 

problems of those theories. 

 

A more consistent Russellianism 

In Russell's view, those perceptual representations are, like all 

other mental states, identical with certain brain processes, 

which come at the end of a long causal chain beginning with 

the surface of an external object.  

But then the introspection of these representations must be as 

dependent on the causal workings of the brain as perception is. 

knowledge is mediated by representations (according to 

Russell) 

There is, at least where the question of the relationship between 

consciousness and the brain is concerned, only one kind of 

stuff, but it is intrinsically neither mental nor material.  

We count it as material when it is presented to us via 

perception, and as mental when presented to us via 

introspection: hence the brain seems "material" when one 

examines it during brain surgery, but "mental" when one "looks 

within" at thoughts, experiences, and feelings; but one is aware 

of exactly the same object in both cases.  

It is, that is to say, an epistemological difference, not a 

metaphysical one. 
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Consciousness, lntentionality, and 

subjectivity 

 

According to the materialists’ intentionalist approach of 

qualia, qualia are just features of perceptual representational 

states, and features of those states, not intrinsically, but only as 

represented by the higher-order representational states.  

need for the explanation of representation or intentionality 

itself.  

John Searle has argued, strictly speaking there really are no 

processes that are both totally unconscious and literally 

intentional; 

which have a tendency under the right circumstances to cause 

certain states which are both intentional and conscious, such as 

the conscious belief that 2 + 2 = 4.  

 

The connection principle  

connection between intentionality and consciousness 

in both intentional states and conscious states, subjectivity is 

essential.  

The centrality of intentionality to consciousness and of 

subjectivity to both is made more evident by a consideration of 

the unity of consciousness. 

The experience has a coherent significance or meaning, and 

significance or meaning for a single subject of experience.  
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In this unity of conscious experience, we see again how deeply 

tied consciousness is to intentionality, and how both 

consciousness and intentionality are tied to the presence of 

subjectivity.  

In perceptual experiences, the conscious subject represents the 

world external to the mind, and in introspection of those 

perceptual experiences, the subject represents those 

experiences to himself.  

 

In both cases, the subject is directly aware of a representation: 

in the former a first-order representation (of the external 

world), in the latter a second-order representation (of the first-

order representation).  

In so far as conscious experiences are ultimately 

representational, consciousness is at bottom a manifestation 

of intentionality; in so far as intentionality in general and 

qualitative similarity judgments in particular require the 

presence of a subject,  

and in so far as the indirectness of perception, and directness of 

introspection entail the primacy of the first-person point of 

view. consciousness-cum-intentionality appears to be 

inherently and irreducibly subjective. 

 

An attempt to ‘rescue’ neutral monism -  

There is a sense in which qualitative conscious states might be 

identified with states of the brain: perception of a brain state 

and introspection of a mental state can be seen as two 

different ways of representing the same thing.  
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characteristically "material" and "mental" aspects of this thing, 

whatever it is, turn out to exist not in the thing itself, but only 

in the subject's representations of it, the sense in which the 

mental and physical can be identified would be a neutral monist 

sense, not a materialist sense.  

 

The binding problem 

How do discrete brain processes manage to add up to a 

meaningful, unified experience?  

Even if each of the processes in the brain encoding different 

aspects of the experienced objects were somehow individually 

conscious (in a manner reminiscent of Chalmers' 

panpsychism), this brain process which is conscious of this 

shape, that process conscious of that color, a further process 

conscious of a certain sound - this would not account for the 

existence of a unified experience, on the part of the conscious 

subject, of the book, hands, and table as a whole.  

 

Hasker’s class example - 

As Hasker notes, if each student in a class knows the answer to 

at least one question in an examination, it doesn't follow that 

there is anyone who knows all the answers all at once.  

This would seem to lend some credence to Descartes's 

indivisibility argument, according to which the mind is a 

simple, and thus immaterial, substance.  


